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ABSTRACT

Theoretical investigations into the longevity of
repository seals have dealt primarily with the
development of a methodology to evaluate
interactions between portland cement-based grout
and groundwater. Evaluation of chemical
thermodynamic equilibria between grout and
groundwater, and among grout, groundwater, and
granitic host rock phases using the geochemical
codes EQ3NR/EQ6 suggests that a fracture filled
with grout and saturated with groundwater will tend
to fill and "tighten" with time. The grout :
groundwater calculations predict that some grout
phases will dissolve, and that there will be
precipitation of secondary phases which
collectively have a larger overall volume than that
of the material dissolved. Model assumptions
include sealing of the fracture in a changing
hydrologic regime (changing gradient) due to
repository development and closure and
characterized by a saline groundwa*"er environment.
Changes in grout porosity derived £:.om the
geochemica! modeling calculations were extended to
yield estimates of changes in hydraulic
conductivity, based on published experimental
results. Also, a preliminary approach to the
evaluation cf the role of diffusion processes in
grout alteration was begun, P?oj).ts of these
investigations suggest thar. tj:r>ent grout seals will
maintain an ;oceptable le^e1 of performance for
tens of thour. ndo to millions of years, provided
the repository is sited where groundwater chemistry
is compatible with the seals and hydrologic
gradients are low.

The results c t the grout : groundwater : rock
calculations suggest that buffering of the fracture
seal's chemical system by the granitic rock may be
important in determining the long-term fate of
grout seals and the resulting phase assemblage in
the fracture The similarity of the modeled
reaction products to those observed in naturally
filled fractures suggests that with time
equilibrium will be approached and grouted
fractures subject to low hydrologic gradients will
continue to seal. If grout injected into fractures
materially reduces groundwater flux, the approach
to chemical equilibrium will likely be accelerated.
In light of this, even very thin or imperfectly
grouted fractures would tighten in suitable
hydrogeologic environments. In order to determine
the period of time necessary to approach
equilibrium, data on reaction rates are requited.
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INTRODUCTION

The sealing of boreholes, fractures, and the
underground workings of repositories is a
concern that is common to all programs
investigating deep burial as a means for
disposal of nuclear waste. Because the most
likely mechanism for waste migration is aqueous
transport, most sealing programs are seeking
materials which have comparatively low hydraulic
conductivities, and which are chemically and
physically functionally compatible with the
environment in which they are emplaced. The
purpose of low conductivity seal materials is to
restrict the access of water to the waste, and
tend to contain dissolved waste near the
emplacement area. Given this functional purpose
for seal materials, it is logical that chemical
and physical functional compatibility does not
necessarily require that the seal materials
remain unchanged with time. Instead, seal
materials * chemical and physical functional
compatibility may be viewed as having properties
that resist increases in connected void space
(or hydraulic conductivity). As well, there is
concern about the potential for preferential
groundwater flow to occur along the seal-rock
interface. Materials which interact with the
groundwater and host rock minerals in such a way
that overall conductivity of the seal system is
decreased are therefore desirable. Because of
the long half-lives of many of the radionuclides
of concern, the seal material must perform
acceptably for thousands of years or more.

Given these concerns regarding conductivity and
longevity of seals, theoretical analyses were
performed by the authors, as part of the Stripa
Project, to assess the long-term performance of
portland cement-based grout as a seal material.
This work was performed in coordination with
laboratory and field investigations. Chemical
laboratory investigations on cement grout were
conducted under the auspices of the Atomic
Energy Company of Canada Ltd. (AECL) at
facilities associated with the Underground
Research Laboratory (URL) in Pinawa, Manitoba.
Field and laboratory investigations of bentonite
were carried out by Clay Technologies AB, at
their facilities in Lund, Sweden, and at the
Stripa facility itself. Theoretical analyses
were performed in Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA
by RE/SPEC Inc. This report describes the
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overall approach taken in the investigation and
describes in detail: (1) the theoretical
investigation of chemical interactions between
portland cement-based grout and groundwater, and
the effects on grouted-fracture sealing
performance; and (2) the modeling of chemical
interactions among the groundwater, the grout
fracture filling, and the host rock.
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BACKGROUND AND APPROACH

The purpose of the overall investigative program
is two-fold: (1) to test and demonstrate the
feasibility of applying numerical modeling
techniques to the assessment of the longevity of
performance of repository seal elements composed
of portland cement grout, and (2) to develop a
methodology which can be used by anyone with the
requisite data to calculate a seal's performance
with time. Details of the overall moc.eling
approach and development of the methodology are
presented elsewhere [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The models
and methodology incorporate factors which affect
the repository environment, including regional
hydrogeology, repository hydraulic history, rock
and groundwater geochemistry, grout chemistry,
and hydraulic properties of grout and rock.
These factors were integrated into a series of
computer-aided calculations from which
assessments of grout seal longevity were made.

Most of the effort directed at model development
and calculations centered on interactions
between portland cement grout and groundwater.
Results indicate tuat grouted fractures would
develop secondary "minerals" that are similar to
those found in natural fractures. This bounding
investigation provided information on how the
body of a grout seal would perform when the
grout was chemically isolated from adjoining
rock. Accordingly, the results are most
pertinent to geometrically "large" components of
a repository seal system. It was recognized
that for smaller seal components and for
interactions occurring at the seal rock
interface, the host rock would influence the
nature of chemical reactions between grout and
groundwater. Consequently, to develop a more
complete picture answers were sought to
questions pertaining to the role of host rock
minerals in chemical interactions involving
grout and groundwater, and how very thin grouted
areas might perform.

Section 3 of this report describes the
methodology development and modeling approach
with respect to grout : groundwater
interactions. This portion of the investigation
is relevant in particular to larger grout
bodies, such as large non-structural seal
components, or any portland cement hydraulic
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barrier which is essentially isolated chemically
from interactions with rock. The use of the
geochemical computer codes EQ3NR/EQ6 to model
the grout : groundwater chemical interactions is
described and discussed. The approach to
defining the behavior of grout in flowing
systems characterized by advective processes, as
well as low flow systems dominated by diffusion
processes, AS described. The results of the
calculations are presented, and the limitations
of the methodology and models are discussed.

Section 4 describes the modeling of the grout :
groundwater : rock system. This set of
calculations is most pertinent to grout-rock
interfaces and to thin grout bodies in which
chemical interactions among grout, groundwater,
and rock are assured. The application of EQ3NR/
EQ6 to this set of calculations is discussed,
along with the results of the calculations and
limitations of the approach.
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TECHNICAL APPROACH

3.1 CONCEPTUAL MODEL

A conceptual model for the assessment of the
long-term performance of portland cement grout
seals was developed to provide a logical
framework upon which to base a calculational
approach. This was considered necessary,
because it was recognized that the processes to
be modeled are complex and interrelated, and
that certain necessary data were not available
or not of sufficiently high quality to permit
high accuracy/precision results. Therefore it
was necessary to build features into the
methodology and model development that would
accommodate these difficulties and still provide
useful techniques and immediate answers to
important questions. The methodology is
somewhat generic, in that it may be continually
updated and improved as more and better data
become available. The conceptual model is
described below.

3.1.1 Approach tio the Conceptual Model

The problem of assessing and calculating grout
seal performance was analyzed by breaking the
problem down into its component parts. These
included such elements (described below) as the
grout itself, the groundwater with which it
interacts, the rock with which the grout and
groundwater may react in certain circumstances,
the physical/hydraulic properties of the grout,
the hydrologic setting of the hypothetical
repository, and the mechanisms by which mass
transport may be effected.

Bounding calculations were employed to bracket
expected repository conditions and material
properties. Conservative but realistic
assumptions were incorporated into these
calculations in order to generate conservative
but presumably realistic results. Estimates of
uncertainty were made where possible. This
approach was taken to avoid the trap of
calculating unique answers which may be
interpreted as "results" and "reality," when in
fact they may be misleading due to data
deficiencies or inadequate understanding of
principles. The bounding calculation approach,
judiciously taken, provides a range of results
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which are realistic and which may be anticipated
in many likely repository situations.

A subsystem comprised of the seal material, the
groundwater, and the rock was assemoled in order
to approximate different repository settings.
This subsystem can be modified to fit a
particular problem; the grout chemical
composition and ""mineralogy," the groundwater
composition, the presence or absence of rock,
and the rock mineralogy may all be varied.

This subsystem was subjected to different
conceptual mass transport mechanisms to simulate
the behavior of the various elements of the
subsystem under different relevant repository
scenarios. In this way the effects of different
hydrogeologic settings on the grout,
groundwater, and rock were assessed and the role
and relative importance of advection and
diffusion in mass transport processes analyzed.

3.1.2 Elements of the Conceptnal Model

Geochemical and hydrologic models and computer
codes were used to simulate the natural
properties of complex materials as well as
approximate coupled processes (chiefly
geochemicel reaction and mass transport).
Portland cement grout was modeled by performing
a normative analysis based on its chemical
composition and on existing data on phases
identified in grout. A groundwater composition
was modeled from the actual chemical composition
of a groundwater sample taken from a relevant
geologic setting (granitic rock). Since it is
anticipated that interactions between grout and
groundwater/rock will cause changes in the
grout's porosity and hydraulic properties,
models were developed from published data to
relate changes in grout porosity and diffusivity
to changes in the grout's hydraulic
conductivity. In this way changes in the
ability of the grout to seal as it reacts with
groundwater and rock could be calculated.

A mass transport model was developed which
combines the geochemical reaction model (along
with the grout hydraulic properties models) and
the hydrologic models (flow and/or diffusion)
into an iterative calculation which determines
incremental groundwater travel times through the
grout as well as incremental changes in the
grout's hydraulic conductivity/diffusivity as
groundwater permeates the grout and chemical
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reactions occur. Tracking of the incremental
changes allows a quasi-continuous estimate of
the change in grout properties with time. For
example, the calculation can provide the answer
to the question of how long the grout *s
hydraulic conductivity may be maintained at an
acceptable value below some threshold
performance value.

3.2 GROUT : GROUNDWATER SYSTEM

3.2.1 Description of th«»

The modeling of grout : groundwater interactions
in the absence of rock is pertinent to
situations in which the main body of grout is
essentially isolated from the rock or where any
interactions among the grout, groundwater, and
rock are insignificant in comparison to the
those between the grout and groundwater. This
situation would be encountered in the case of
relatively large seal elements where the volume
of grout affected by reaction with groundwater
is large in comparison with the volume of rock
which may be involved. This situation would not
apply to cases of very thin grout bodies, such
as those injected into narrow-aperture
fractures, where the volumes of grout and rock
affected by reaction with groundwater may be
more or less equal.

The geochemical codes used to perform the
chemical calculations (see Section 3.2.2) react
grout in amounts of a few moles with groundwater
in units of one kg. It has been assumed
throughout this investigation that grout and
groundwater react with each other on a one-to-
one basis, by volume, i.e., one kg of
groundwater (approximately 1000 cm3) reacts with
1000 cm3 of grout. This volume of grout is
consistent with the concept of large seal
elements, i.e., it is a volume of grout large
enough that the effects of the grout :
groundwater reactions on sealing characteristics
are likely to be significantly greater than the
effects of grout : groundwater : rock reactions.

The seals which have been considered in the
investigation are on the order of 0.5 m in
lateral extent and 0.5 mm in thickness,
corresponding to a volume of roughly 125 cm3;
this volume of material has been effectively
scaled up to the amounts convenient and
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necessary for handling by the codes These
scaled-up quantities are reflected in the text,
tables, and figures.

The grout degradation model which has been
incorporated into the grout performance
evaluation methodology includes the following
"sub-models":

• a grout model (properties: chemistry, solid
phases, porosity, hydraulic conductivity, and
diffusivity),

• a hydrogeologic model (property: regional
gradient),

• a repository hydraulic history model (property:
pre- and porl-closure hydraulic gradient),

• .1 set of hydi ugeochemical mass transport
scenarios, and

• a crroundwater model (property: ch-smistry) .

These sub-models incorporate material properties
and environmental factors which affect and
influence grout performance, and are described
here. Further discussions may be found in
References 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

3.2.1.1 Grout Models

Cement grout is an engineered material that
consists primarily of an assemblage of hydrated
phases (H=H2O), formed from calcium (C=CaO),
aluminum (A=Al2O3), and silicon (S=SiO2) oxides.
Common phases include CH (portlandite), CSH,
CAH, and ettringite (Ca6 AI12 (SO4>3 (OH) 12 • 26
H2O), as well as unhydrated residual phases. The
predominate phase is CSH, a semi- or
cryptocrystalline material sometimes referred to
as tobermorite gel. It is principally because
CSH forms the bulk of the cement grout
framework, and because it is thermodynamically
metastable, that concerns about cement grout
longevity are considered to be well-founded. It
follows then that in a simplified sense,
potential loss in performance of cement grout
may be examined through the breakdown of CSH and
associated phases. This breakdown can occur
through solid-solid phase changes, such as the
inversion of CSH to thermodynamically stable
materials. Or, chemical breakdown may occur
through kinetically more favored processes such
as dissolution or chemical reaction.
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Performance predictions require that the model
system be represented as a composite of
crystalline solids with individually distinct
chemistries. For quasi-mineralogic substances
this end is commonly obtained by performing a
normative analysis [6]. For the work described
here, an average Type V portland cement bulk
composition is assumed as a starting point.
This composition is modified by neglecting
certain components, usually the less abundant
ones, and recalculating to 100 percent. A final
adjustment to the composition is made by
assuming sufficient silica (in the form of
silica fume, a component of the reference grout)
available to react with all free CaO, for
enhanced longevity. Thus defined, the bulk
chemistry is then apportioned into phases
commonly associated with partially crystallized
grout.

To test the feasibility of using computer codes
to facilitate grout performance calculations,
and to gain experience with the application of
the conceptual model, an initial grout model was
developed for the CaO-SiO2~H2O (CSH) system
comprised entirely of the CSH phase 14-Å
tobermorite. Tobermorite has been determined to
be present in cement pastes as a CSH phase by X-
ray methods, either as cryptocrystalline or
amorphous (but highly ordered) material, and
discrete crystals have been identified in SEM
photomicrographs. By inference, the form of
tobermorite with the lowest Gibbs free energy of
formation (14-Å) was selected.

As development of the methodology progressed,
grouts of increasing complexity were modeled.
AI2O3 and SO3 were "added" next to the CaO-SiO2~
H2O system to approximate more closely the
complexity of actual grout. A normative
calculation resulted in a three-phase grout
comprised of tobermorite, hydrogarnet, and
ettringite. The choice of hydrogarnet as the
assumed CaO-Al203-H2O (CAH) phase is based on
laboratory observations similar to those for
tobermorite. Hydrogarnet is the only
crystalline CAH phase confirmed to be in cement
for which relevant data have been available [7].
The sulfate phase was assumed to be ettringite,
which has also been identified unequivocally in
cured cement pastes.

was next "added" to the CaO-SiO2-Al2O3_SC>3
H2O system and apportioned between hydrogarnet
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and ettringite, resulting for modeling purposes
in a five-phase grout: 14-Å tobermorite, Al-
hydrogarnet, Fe-hydrogarnet, Al-ettringite, and
Fe-ettringite.

Portlandite, although not a predicted grout
phase on a stoichiometric basis, was included as
a sixth phasa in the model grout. This was done
since portlandite is routinely observed in cured
cement pastes, even those formulated with an
excess of silica fume. Inclusion of portlandite
was considered conservative, since it is
relatively soluble.

Thus the grout model evolved to one with six
"crystalline" phases associated with hydrated
portland cement paste and amenable to
thermodynamic modeling: a CSH phase represented
by 14-Å tobermorite, a CAH phase represented by
hydrogarnet, an iron-bearing hydrogarnet, a
sulfate phase represented by ettringite, an
iron-bearing ettringite, and portlandite. The
derivation of the six-phase grout model is
presented in Table 3-1. Table 3-2 lists the
grout phases and their relative amounts in the
one-, three-, and five-phase grout models.

The porosity structure and distribution in a
grout seal are most influenced by chemical
dissolution and precipitation processes and, to
a lesser extent, solid-solid phase changes cf
primary grout minerals. In our model, the pores
are assumed to be interconnected and uniformly
distributed throughout the grout. This leads
directly to selection of a porous flow model for
evaluating seal performance. In the conceptual
model, if the pores are significantly
interconnected, so that groundwater can travel
through them, then chemical reactions occurring
along the flow path can affect the ability of
the grout to seal. Dissolution reactions occur
between grout material and groundwater residing
in the pores of the grout. Material is
effectively removed from the walls of the pores,
thereby changing the pore characteristics of the
grout and presumably increasing its overall
porosity. Precipitation reactions result in the
deposition of material from the groundwater
within the pores. If the precipitated materials
have a larger volume overall than the material
that was dissolved, the result is an overall
decrease in the porosity of the grout.
Similarly, if the precipitated materials have an
overall smaller volume, the porosity increases.
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Table 3-1. Derivation of Six-Phase Grout Model Normative
Composition

Type V Normalized Normative Composition
Portland Cement Composition

Chemical Composition
SiO2 25.0 wt pet 25.8 wt pet Tobermorite 71.6 mol pet
AI2O3 3.4 3.5 Hydrogarnet 12.5
Fe2O3 2.8 2.9 Ettringite 1.6
CaO 64.1 66.1 Fe Hydrogarnet 6.1
MgO 1.9 Fe Ettringite 0.9
SO3 1.6 1.7 Portlandite 7.3

98.8 wt pet 100.0 wt pet 100.0 mol pet

3.2.1.2 Hydrogeologic and Repository Hydraulic History
Models

Most high-level waste management programs
committed to deep geologic storage of waste
anticipate a repository sited ät depths of at
most several hundred meters. During
construction the open repository would exert a
temporary draining effect on the local
hydrogeology. The maximum hydraulic gradient
that would be expected in the repository during
excavation, development, and waste emplacement
operations would therefore be around several
hundred meters per meter (m/m). In this
investigation it was assumed, for the sake of
conservatism, that the repository whose seals
were being assessed was located at a depth of
1000 meters, and that the initial hydraulic
gradient was 1000 m/m. It was assumed further
that the repository would remain open, i.e., not
undergo repressurization (become resaturated
with groundwater), for 100 years. Therefore the
gradient would remain at 1000 m/m for 100 years,
dropping thereafter to 1 m/m, assumed to be a
conservatively high gradient for a repository
site location. Collectively, these assumptions
reflect conservative bounds for a repository
scenario.

3.2.1.3 Groundwater Models

Published groundwater compositions from
crystalline rocks of the Canadian Shield [8]
were used to react with the model grouts. Table
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Table 3-2. Normative Compositions of One-, Three-, and Five-
Phase Grout Models

Grout Phase

Tobermorite
Hydrogarnet
Ettringite
Fe Hydrogarnet
Fe Ettringite
Portlandite

1-Phase Grout

100

100.

. u mol

.0 mol

pet

pet

3-Phase Grout

91.7 mol pet
5.6
2.8

»=100.0 mol pet

5-Phase Grout

77.7 mol
13.3
1.7
6.4
0.9

100.0 mol

pet

pet

3-3 presents the groundwater compositions used
in the initial one- and three-phase grout
modeling. These are predominantly Ca-Na-Cl
groundwaters and range in salinity from fresh
(Total Dissolved Solids [TDS] < 1000 mg/1) to
saline (10,000 mg/1 < TDS < 100,000 mg/1).

A simplified saline groundwater composition
(based on sample T-86 in Table 3-3) was used in
subsequent geochemical calculations of reactions
with multi-phase model grouts. This
composition, presented in Table 3-4, was
considered appropriate because it is likely that
saline groundwaters will be encountered at
probable repository depths (300 to 1000 m) in
granitic terrains.

3.2.1.4 Hydrogeochemical Mass Transport Scenarios

Grout must be in contact with groundwater to
react, and the nature of this contact affects
the degree to which dissolution and
precipitation reactions occur. If the
groundwater gradients are low, so that the
groundwater likely flows sluggishly or is
stagnant, then the degree of dissolution and
precipitation, and their relative importance,
will be significantly different from the
situation where the gradient is high and the
grout is continually flushed with groundwater.
Most anticipated repository cases lie between
these two extremes. A site is likely to be
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Chemical Compositions of Representative Ground-
waters from the Canadian Shield1

Depth (m)
pH
Temp
Density
Ca,
Na,
Mg,

mg/1
mg/1
mg/1

K, mg/1
Sr,
Cl,
Br,
S04,
HCO3
SiO2

mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
, mg/1
, mg/1

FRESh2

130
7.40
8.0
1.000
80
107
42.0
4.3

51
0.40
227
341.0

3

YK-65

175
7.25

1.000
103
26
46.0
5.7

4
0.18
197
350.0

3

BRACKISH2

YK-73

457
6.65
12.5
1.006
1400
1600
174
29.8

5250
96.8

280.0
3

T-83

305
6.30
9.5
1.000
820
908
145
7.8
14.6
3120
34.4
28.0
263.0
6.4

T-86

610
6.54
13.5
1.013
4540
2740
160
32.1
29.7
12600
111
1.0
55.0
8.50

SALINE2

T-B7

671
6.40
13.5
1.015
4840
2930
233
92.6
98.3
13700
115
444
28.0
5.30

S-154

1006
8.20
19.5
1.014
4470
2300
2.0
23.1
72.0
11300
78.7
533
15.0
5.80

Frape, et al. [8]
Class i f ica t ion according to Total Dissolved Solids (TDS): brines >

100,000 mg/1; saline 10,000-100,000 mg/1; brackish 1000-10,000 ng/1;
and fresh < 1000 mg/1.

^Values for SiO2 and AI2O3 used but not presented here were deduced by
using EQ6 to equilibrate groundwaters with quartz (to obtain SiO2
values) and montmorillonite (to obtain AI2O3 values).

chosen where the ambient gradient is low and
groundwater moves slowlya in low volumes through
the site environment. If movement is
exceedingly slow, diffusion processes can take
on importance as a mass transport mechanism. As
the water moves through and reacts with the
grout, the grout's overall porosity and pore
structure are altered due to chemical reaction
with the groundwater. The porosity changes
cause changes in the grout's conductivity and
diffusivity, thereby altering the rate at which
water flows through the grout. It is a coupled
process: as the volume of groundwater flow
increases, so does the consequence of the
reactions between the grout and the groundwater.
Descriptions of flow and diffusion processes and
how they affect grout performance follow.

a porous flow assumed
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Table 3-4. Model Composition of Saline Groundwater T-86

mg/1Ca + +

Na+

K+

Mg++
Sr++

Cl"
Br~
S04=
HCO3-

PH
Depth

4540,
2740
32.1
160
29.7
12600
111
1.0
0.0009

6.54
610 m

NOTE: Concentrations of SiO2 (aq) and Al+++ were not determined in the
original chemical analysis [8] and were derived in this investigation by
equilibrating the groundwater composition with quartz and
montmorillonite, respectively, during EQ6 runs. HCC>3~ was entered into
EQ3NR input fi le as titration alkalinity.

Flow. At i t s simplest, flow through cement grout
may be considered to be porous flow. More
complexity can be added by considering a dual
porosity model in which flow passes through matrix
porosity and through the microporosity generated
by the tangled CSH network. Such a model would
require a much more detailed understanding of flow
through cement than currently exists. Thus, for
these analyses a simple porous media model has
been used.

Groundwater velocity is a function of several
parameters according to this relationship which
incorporates Darcy's Law:

v = -K«I/n (1)

where:
v = average linear groundwater velocity
K = hydraulic conductivity
I = hydraulic gradient
n = effective porosity

The velocity, and by extension volume, of
groundwater flow through the grout may be modified
by changes in any of these parameters.
Geochemical interactions between the grout and the
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groundwater can effect changes in the effective
porosity and the hydraulic conductivity of the
grout.

Relationship Between Porosity and Hydraulic
Conductivity. A generalized hydraulic
conductivity-porosity relationship for portland
cement grout has been derived from data taken from
the literature [9, 10, 11, and 12]. This
relationship is preliminary and is being improved
upon by the authors. It has been generated
indirectly, by combining conductivity-water:cement
ratio (w:c) data with porosity-w:c data. The
data shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 represent all
types of portland cement for which there are data.
Due to the effects of mix design and-composition,
there is no unique relationship between either
permeability or porosity and w:c. However, by
fitting each data set to linear regression curves,
a common slope (or dependence) relative to w:c can
be extracted. This slope is relatively constant
across each family of curves, i.e., it is
independent of the cement type. By taking one
general trend and dividing it by the other
(factoring out w:c) an empirical relation for
conductivity-porosity results. This trend has
been curve-fitted to yield the relation:

ÄK = Ki • 10 7-39 *» - Ki (2)

where:
AK = change in hydraulic conductivity of

the cement grout
Ki = initial hydraulic conductivity of the

cement grout
An = change in porosity of the cement

grout

This relation is conservative in that it assumes
that all porosity is connected, whereas in reality
a finite amount of pore space will be isolated and
will not contribute to flow. Also, the relation
is assumed to hold indefinitely. In a conceptual
sense, this describes a model where flow is
controlled by the connected porosity, and where
dissolution and precipitation occur only along
pathways where water is flowing. By taking the
relation to hold indefinitely, a non-conservative
element is introduced because continued
dissolution may lead to fracturing. If such a
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change in flow mechanism were to result, then Eqn
2 would be invalid. A fracture generation model
is being developed to address this issue.

This conductivity-porosity relationship was
applied to predictions of the rate of change of
seal characteristics due to groundwater flow
rates, and therefore estimation of the length of
time that a seal subject to alteration controlled
by groundwater flow processes would maintain its
design performance level.

Ma<ss Transport. Sr*»njir1r*<e_ In order to relate
the rate at which groundwater flows through a
grout seal to the effects of chemical reaction
on seal properties three scenarios were
evaluated and are described here.

Closed system. To assess the ultimate potential
in cement grout degradation without- ma«t«t
transfer, a simple closed system model was
constructed in which the chemistry of the cement
system is assumed constant. This model allows
all reactions among cement phases to run to
completion. Thus, the effects of the
thermodynamic instability inherent in the cement
assemblage itself can be quantified. By
defining the system in this fashion, and
identifying groundwater as the only mobile
component, the ultra-long-term consequences of
phase change and reaction can be evaluated.
This is accomplished by calculating a minimum
free energy assemblage and then calculating the
resulting porosity (hence hydraulic
conductivity) of the final product. Using Eqn 2
and an initial hydraulic conductivity of 5 x 10"
*3 m/s [13], this converts to a time independent
final conductivity of 10~12 m/s. This value
becomes the new baseline reference for "initial"
grout conductivity. By shifting the baseline
for grout conductivity to this higher value, the
consequences of metastable-stable changes are
implicitly accounted for in all subsequent
analyses (see assumptions in Section 3.3).

Open system. To establish an upper bound on the
effects of groundwater flow and its accompanying
dissolution of grout phases, a simplified
dynamic flow model was constructed. To
establish the maximum consequences of
dissolution, groundwater is assumed to saturate
with the grout phases and exit the grout with
the dissolved constituents. This model
establishes the lower limit for performance by
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seals exposed to high hydraulic gradients. Flow
through the grout, and increase in dissolution-
caused porosity, are simulated by repeatedly
equilibrating one aliquot of groundwater with
the grout phases, and progressively dissolving
them. In this scenario the net chemical
transfer out of the system is maximized, as is
the calculated increase in grout porosity, since
precipitation of secondary phases within the
developing pores is suppressed.

The time that it takes each liter of groundwater
to permeate the grout can be calculated from the
hydraulic conductivity of the grout and the
assumed hydraulic gradient. Under a constant
gradient, each aliquot of groundwater dissolves
a little grout, increasing its hydraulic
conductivity slightly, and each succeeding
aliquot permeates the grout a little more
quickly. As the process continues, the model
constrains the rate of flow through the grout to
increase exponentially. The time it takes the
grout's hydraulic conductivity to exceed the
value chosen as minimum acceptable performance
can be considered the useful life of the grout.

This treatment of grout dissolution without
allowing precipitation of secondary phases in
response to changed water chemistry is highly
conservative, because there are many kinetically
favored reactions that would produce pore-
clogging solids, and these reactions have been
ignored in this bounding calculation. To
bracket the range of expected performance, the
opposite bound (where all reactions that can
occur do occur) was calculated, and an
equilibrium model was developed.

Equilibrium system. Since most repositories are
likely to be sited in locations where hydrologic
flow is relatively sluggish, flux through low
permeability seals will not be high and the
achieving of (or approach to) geochemical
equilibrium is likely; hence, an equilibrium
assumption is reasonable. The equilibrium model
constructed for this purpose incorporates all of
the assumptions of the open system model, except
that production of secondary phases is not
suppressed. In this model, both dissolution and
precipitation are assumed to occur and the new
connected pore space equals the volume of
reactants minus the volume of products.

In this preliminary investigation of seal-rock
interactions the calculations were performed in
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accordance with the most probable repository
scenario. In this scenario, groundwater is
assumed to permeate the grout at a rate low
enough that equilibrium chemical reactions occur
with little net mass transfer out of the system,
i.e., out of and away from the seal. However,
because the assumption of chemical equilibrium
is unconservative and cannot be guaranteed, some
moderation of the equilibrium assumption was
effected. This was done by assuming that 75% of
the predicted products would be produced, as a
conservative "best guess." These small mass
amounts are dictated by the solubility limits of
the equilibrium phase assemblage and the low
amount of flow permitted by materials with
initial hydraulic conductivities of 10"12 m/s.

In summary, grout alteration characteristics
during the repository's early history, which is
characterized by relatively high hydraulic
gradients, groundwater flux, and groundwater
velocities, may be closest to those predicted by
the chemically open system model. After
repressurization and subsequent lowering of
hydraulic gradients, igroundwater flux, and
groundwater velocities, there would likely be
less grout dissolution and more production of
secondary phases, characteristic of the
equilibrium and near-equilibrium systems.

Diffusion. While flow-driven chemical mass
transport will dominate when hydraulic gradients
are measurable and hydraulic conductivities exceed
about 10"10 m/s, for completeness the methodology
developed includes diffusion.

Because diffusion is a process whereby dissolved
components tend to move from a source
independently of advection and driven by chemical
concentration gradients, it may be an important
contributor to seal degradation over the long
term, especially if internal porosity becomes
clogged or local hjriraulic gradients approach
zero. Diffusion can be described in one dimension
by Fick's second law:

— = erf c — p = (3)
c0 2VDt

where:
C = the concentration at a distance x

at time t from the source,
Co = the concentration at the source at

t=0,
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x = the distance from the source,
D = the coefficient of diffusion or

diffusivity ,
t = time,

erf c = the complimentary error function.

Simplified Diffusion Process. A diffusion model
was used in combination with the results of the
modeling of grout : groundwater chemical
reactions to evaluate the role of diffusion
processes in grout alteration. The model was
constructed such that groundwater diffuses into
the grout, from a zone of higher thermodynaraic
activity of water (groundwater in the rock) to a
zone of lower activity (pore water in the
grout). Further, aqueous ions, represented by
Ca++, diffuse out of the grout into the
groundwater, in response to existing and ever-
changing chemical gradients, migrating from
regions of higher concentrations to lower. It
should be noted that since it is possible for a
chemical gradient to arise which drives Ca++ from
the groundwater into the grout, diffusion of Ca++

into the grout would be offset by diffusion of
other ions out of the grout, to maintain mass
balance. To keep calculations simple and to
limit treatment to one ionic component, Ca++ is
taken to act as a proxy for other ions in this
model. In the model, Ca++ is in essence
constrained to diffuse out of the grout. While
not always realistic, it is conservative; by
"forcing" Ca++ and other ions out of the grout,
mass transport out of the grout is maximized,
and porosity tends to increase.

As water diffuses into the grout, reactions
occur, dissolving some phases and precipitating
others, thereby changing the groundwater
composition, giving rise to changes in chemical
gradients, and causing ions (Ca++) to diffuse out
of the grout. Because this causes a change in
the grout's porosity, it also induces changes in
the grout's hydraulic conductivity and
diffusivity. If porosity increases, diffusivity
increases, and water diffuses into the grout
more rapidly. If porosity decreases, water
diffuses in more slowly. This pair of coupled
processes, diffusion and chemical reaction, is
iterated in a manner similar to that in the
porous flow model to simulate a continuous
process of diffusion, chemical reaction, and
porosity change.
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Relation Between Hydraulic Conductivity and
Diffusivity. The rate of ionic diffusion through
a material can change as a function of changes in
porosity, given that such factors as tortuosity
and chemical gradients remain approximately
constant. Hillel [14] has clarified the
fundamental differences between the dependence of
the permeability and diffusivity characteristics
of a material and its porosity characteristics.
Through Poiseuille's Law, permeability is strongly
dependant upon pore-size distribution. A
correlation may therefore exist between
permeability and the diffusivity of any particular
ion, particularly given the extremely small pore
sizes of most grouts. This has already been
suggested by Grube [15]. Tortuosity•has also been
shown to play a role, as well as total pore volume
[14]. However, pore-size distribution and
tortuosity are difficult to quantify, while
porosity is a relatively easy value to determine.

Given that permeability is also largely a function
of pore-size distribution and tortuosity of the
flow path, there is likely some correlation
between diffusivity of a solute in a saturated
porous medium and permeability of that medium.
This trend, as shown in Table 3-5, is a decrease
in diffusivity in association with a decrease in
permeability.

Of the data published in the literature, the most
complete pertain to oxygen diffusivity in concrete
as a function of the concrete's porosity. The
diffusivity-porosity relationship derived for this
investigation and presented here is built upon the
D02 ~ K correlation. A curve was fit to the data
from Table 3-5 for diffusion of oxygen into
concrete. Given the near-perfect mobility of
oxygen, the derived relation is assumed to be
conservative when applied to less mobile
components such as calcium ion. The equation for
the curve is given as:

log (D02) = 0.93011 + 0.94054 log (K) (4)

where:

DQ2 " Diffusivity of oxygen .
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Table 3-5. Tabulation of Diffusivities and Hydraulic
Conductivities for Selected Porous Media and
Solutes

REFERENCE SOLVENT SOLUTE MEDIUM PERM.
HYOR.
COND.
(m/s)

POROS. DIFF.

Mills, 83 "Air"

Mills, 83 -Air"

B"urke, 82 Water

Bourke, 82 Water

Grube, 85 Water

Anderson, et Water
al., 1983
Bakker and
Thomssen,
1977

Water
Vapor

Water
Vapor

Iodide

Iodide

Oxygen
m

«

ft

ft

»

M

"

CS

Na +
_

Concrete

Concrete

Ossian
granite
Skene
Coaplex
Cranite
Concrete
-
M

•i

H

f«

M

»

Concrete

Concrete
Concrete

-3 E-18

2.6 E-18

2.1 E-15
1.2 E-15
3 E-16
2.5 E-16
1.2 E-16
1 E-16
3.5 E-17
3 E-17

4.2 E-ll

4 E-ll

-3 E-ll

-2.6 E-l

2 E-8
1 E-8
3 E-9
2.5 E-9
1.2 E-9
9.8 E-10
3.4 E-10
3 E-10

-.16

-.14

7.5 E-ll

7.4 E-ll

1 E-12

6.3 E-13

2.
1.
7
1.
6
3
1.
7.
-5

11
4

0 E-7
8 E-7
E-8
3 E-7
E-8
E-8
5 E-6
0 E-9
E-14

E-14
E-14
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This curve was fit to best approximate the lower 6
values of K and D while accommodating somewhat the
upper values (associated with log (K) < -8; see
Table 3-5 and Figure 3-3. A version of Eqn 4 has
been used to relate the diffusion of any ion in
water-saturated grout to hydraulic conductivity,
as follows:

log (D) C + 0.94 log (K) (5)

where:

Constant

Again, calcium is used as a marker component, as
it is abundant in cement it ious grout and is
relatively mobile particularly during early-stage
alteration of young grout. The diffusion
coefficient of calcium (Dca) in grout has been
estimated to be l«10"13 m2/s [16] . Given that the
initial hydraulic conductivity of the grout is
equal to l«10~12 m/s:

log (DCa) -1.72 + 0.94 log (K) (6)

or:

Dca .019

y = 0.9301 l+0.9405x

-14
16 •14 -12 -10 -8

Log Hydraulic Conductivity (m/s)

Figure 3-3. Correlation of Diffusivity with Hydraulic
Conductivity
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3.2.2 Method of Calculation

Geochfuninal Computer Codes. To perform
preliminary calculations of the chemical
interactions between groundwater and the
simplified one-phase model grout/ the
geochemical code PHREEQE was used. The
geochemical codes known collectively as
EQ3NR/EQ6 (EQ3/6) were used to calculate the
complex interactions among multi-phase grout,
groundwater, and rock. For increased
understanding, a brief synopsis of the codes'
capabilities and how they operate is provided
below.

PHREEQE is solubility/speciation/reaction path
program developed by the United States
Geological Survey [17] which can be run on a
personal computer and has several capabilities:
the concentrations of species in an aqueous
solution, e.g., natural groundwater, can be
determined; the activities and activity
coefficients of the dissolved species can be
calculated; the state of saturation of the
solution with respect to a range of solid phases
can be calculated; and the successive
compositions of a solution, as a solid phase
reacts with the solution, can be predicted.
Since PHREEQE can accommodate only a single
solid phase, a one-phase grout model comprised
entirely of tobermorite was used in the
preliminary calculations. This is a reasonable
approximation, since tobermorite comprises more
than 90% of the three-phase model, and more than
70% of the six-phase model.

EQ3NR (EQ3) is a geochemical aqueous speciation-
solubility code which models the thermodynamic
state of an aqueous solution by using a modified
Newton-Raphson algorithm to calculate the
distribution of aqueous species such as simple
ions, ion pairs, and aqueous complexes [18].
Input to EQ3 primarily consists of
concentrations of dissolved components and can
also include pH, alkalinity, electrical balance,
phase equilibrium (solubility) constraints and a
default value for either Eh, pe or the logarithm
of oxygen fugacity (log fO2) . The program
evaluates the degree of disequilibrium for
various reactions and computes both the
saturation index (SI = log Q/K, where Q = Ion
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Activity Product) and the thermodynamic affinity
(A = -2.303 RT log Q/K) for minerals.
Individual values of Eh, pe and log /O2 are
computed for aqueous redox couples. Differences
in these values define the degree of aqueous
redox disequilibrium. EQ3 can be used alone,
and must be used to initialize a reaction-path
calculation by EQ6, the companion program. This
initialization is performed through the use of a
"pickup file" written by EQ3 that passes the
necessary information to begin a run by EQ6.

EQ6 [19] calculates the chemical evolution of
systems consisting of water and reactants.
Speciation in aqueous solution is an integral
part of these calculations. EQ6 can compute
models of titration processes (including fluid
mixing), irreversible reaction in closed
systems, heating or cooling processes and solve
"single-point" thermodynamic equilibrium
problems. Conceptually, chemical evolution
proceeds along a reaction path as determined by
a sequence of thermodynamic equilibrium
calculations (see next section). In this
manner, chemical evolution is driven by a set of
irreversible reactions (i.e., reactions out of
equilibrium) and/or changes in
temperature/pressure.

These irreversible reactions most often reflect
the dissolution or precipitation of minerals or
other solids. Hence, the code computes the
appearance and disappearance of phases in
solubility equilibrium with the water. It finds
the identities of these phases automatically.
The user may specify which potential such phases
are allowed to form and which are not. For
example, igneous minerals are not usually
appropriate precipitates from low temperature
aqueous solutions. If an inappropriate phase is
screened out by the analyst (e.g., an igneous
mineral such as forsterite), the aqueous
solution may become infinitely supersaturated
with respect to that phase without
"precipitating" it.

In the event that kinetic data are available,
the code accepts two kinds of rate laws for
irreversible reactions. One type gives only a
relative rate, the rate of reaction progress of
a reaction with respect to an overall progress
variable (defined as zi). The other gives a
rate with respect to time. If all irreversible
rates specified are relative, then the code
operates in a mode which has no time variable
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(arbitrary kinetics). The code calculations are
tied to a time frame if at least one of the rate
laws describes an absolute rate.

Reaction paths. EQ6 calculates incremental
equilibrium reactions along a "reaction path."
The process can be divided into steps in which
small increments of the reactant phases are
added to the groundwater. This is analogous to
a titration process. In concept, a reaction
path computation is a sequence of thermodynamic
equilibrium calculations for systems of
increasing total masses of the qrout
constituents. (Under this concept, the chemical
system is initially the groundwater; as
increments of the reactant phases are added to
the groundwater, they are also being added to
the system.) This reaction path terminates when
there is no remaining mass of the reactant, or
when the solution becomes saturated, whichever
occurs first. Along the reaction path,
secondary minerals, such as zeolites, clays, and
carbonates, may precipitate when their
equilibrium solubilities are reached. Some of
these secondary minerals may be transient
products, i.e., they redissolve before the end
of the reaction path is reached.

"Equal molar basis titration." Grout phases
were reacted with groundwater with the use of an
option within EQ6 called "equal molar basis
titration." This option, and the one most often
used, involves incremental addition of equal
amounts of the grout phases (reactants) to the
groundwater. This is the default mode of EQ6,
and with this approach one can quickly get an
idea of which reactants are most soluble and
which secondary phases are predicted (on a
thermodynamic basis) to form. This option is
easy to implement and computer runs are
relatively short. This allows numerous
calculations to be performed and results
obtained relatively quickly and cheaply.

Both EQ3 and EQ6 read a secondary file
containing the thermodynamic data necessary for
the calculations. This thermodynamic database
can be edited, and as a part of the
investigation of the long-term performance of
cement-based grouts for the Stripa Project,
thermodynamic data on cement phases taken from
the literature were added to this database [20,
21, 22, 23].
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Model Grout.. The model grouts used in the
reaction simulations consist of some combination
of tobermorite, hydrogarnet, Fe-hydrogarnet,
ettringite, Fe-ettringite, and portlandite, as
described in Section 3.2.1.1. This model is
derived from a normative calculation [1, 2, 3,
5], the results of which are presented in Tables
3-1 and 3-2.

Model Groundwater. The groundwater model
compositions described in Section 3.1.3 were
incorporated into the geochemical calculations.

Calculation of Changes in Porosity and Hydraulic
Conductivity with Time. As described in
Section 3.2.1.4, the time that it takes each
aliquot of groundwater to permeate the grout can
be calculated from the hydraulic conductivity of
the grout and the assumed hydraulic gradient.
As each aliquot enters the grout and reacts with
it, the elapsed time can be tracked, as well as
running change in porosity. Each new porosity
can be converted to hydraulic conductivities
with the use of Eqn 2 described in Section
3.1.4.1. The result is a continuous prediction
of the change in seal performance over time.

As described in Section 3.2.1.3, the regional
hydraulic gradient was assumed to be 1000 m/m
for the initial 100 years, and then was assumed
to drop to 1 m/m thereafter. The initial
porosity of the grout was assumed to be 30%, and
the initial hydraulic conductivity, Ki, was
assumed to be 10~12 m/s. The authors feel that
these initial grout properties are conservative.
The assumed porosity is at the upper end of
experimentally determined porosities of portland
cement grouts mixed with a water:cement of 0.4,
which is in the range of mixes adopted for most
high-performance grouts. The hydraulic
conductivity is high relative to some
experimentally determined values for high
performance grouts (as low as 10"16 m/s), as it
allows for practical considerations in the
emplacement of grout in the field.

A FORTRAN code entitled HyPoD (Hydraulic
Conductivity/Porosity/ Diffusion) was written to
automate the calculations required to determine
the values of porosity, hydraulic conductivity,
and diffusivity resulting from the chemical
changes in the cement grout due to interactions
with grcundwater predicted by the geochemical
codes. The determinations of hydraulic
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conductivity from porosity are based on the
assumption that the grout is a single-porosity
medium (no flow through channels or fractures)
and that the equilibrium chemical reactions
between the cement and groundwater are
instantaneous. HyPoD is described in a separate
publication which is available from the authors.

Calculation of Changes in Diffusivity with Time.
As described in Section 3.2.1.4, a diffusion
model was combined with the results of the
modeling of grout : groundwater chemical
reactions to evaluate the role of diffusion
processes in grout alteration. An iterative
process was applied whereby calculations of
diffusion and chemical reaction were repeatedly
performed in order to simulate a continuous
process of diffusion, chemical reaction, and
porosity change.

Diffusion of ions calculated in this manner
results in alteration of the grout at a rate,
controlled by the aqueous diffusivities of the
ions, which can be estimated from Eqn 3. In
order to use Eqn 3 two values must be derived
from the geochemical modeling results, the
concentration ratio and the diffusivity. The
concentration ratio, C/CQ, is determined from
each iterative geochemical calculation. The
diffusivity, D, is then derived from the newly
calculated hydraulic conductivity according to
Eqn 6.

The groundwater ion concentration is Co- The
ion concentration in the grout pore water is C.
AC is the difference (AC = I Ci - C2 I ) between
the ion concentration in the grout pore water
determined from a given geochemical calculation
iteration and the ion concentration determined
from the previous one. If AC is positive, the
ion is migrating out of the grout, i.e., the ion
concentration in the pore water decreased from
one iteration to the next. If AC is negative
the ion is moving into the grout. It is assumed
that the grout is altering whether or not the
ion is determined to be moving into or out of
the grout; if it is diffusing out of the grout,
by mass balance other ions must be migrating
into the grout, resulting in further chemical
reactions.

After rearrangement, Eqn 3 can be used to
calculate a rate of alteration of the grout due
to diffusion processes:
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where b is determined from erfc(b)-to-b tables.

The six-phase model grout was reacted with
groundwater to evaluate grout alteration due to
diffusion. Both the open system and the
equilibrium system, at 75% and 100%
precipitation, were evaluated. The initial
hydraulic conductivity of the seal is assumed to
be 10~12 m/s with an initial porosity of 30%.
The changes in diffusivity of calcium in the
groundwater-saturated grout were evaluated. An
initial value of Dca equal to lO"1^ m2/s [16]
was used. Given that the initial hydraulic
conductivity is equal to 10~12 m/s the constant
in Eqn 5 is equal to -1.72 (from Eqn 6) . HyPoD
was used to calculate changes in diffusivity
with hydraulic conductivity.

3.2.3 Results

3.2.3.1 Flow Scenarios

Open System. Several scoping calculations were
performed early in the investigation using the
simplified one-phase (tobermorite} grout model,
described in Sections 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.2. EQ3/6
was then used for identical calculations; the
results from the two codes were compared in order
to assess the decision to use EQ3/6 for subi: r^ent
calculations. Figure 3-4 shows the results oi
calculations using PHREEQE for the open system,
using four different groundwater compositions
ranging from fresh to saline. The results
obtained from using EQ3/6 are quite similar. This
agreement between the two codes provided the
necessary confidence in our decision to use EQ3/6
for more complex calculations with multi-phase
grout models.

EQ3/6 was subsequently used to evaluate the
chemical reactions between the three-phase grout
model (tobermorite + hydrogarnet + ettringite) and
the same four groundwater compositions. Figure
3-5 presents the results of these runs for the
open system. Note that Figures 3-4 and 3-5 show
that the grout's performance life is reduced when
reacted with fresh water as compared to reaction
with waters higher in total dissolved solids
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(TDS) . This may be due in part to generally lower
solubilities of grout phases in higher-TDS
groundwaters.

The results for the reaction of five-phase grout
(tobermorite + hydrogarnet + Fe-hydrogarnet +
ettringite + Fe-ettringite) with T-86 groundwater
for the open system are presented in Figure 3-6.
The six-phase grout (five-phase grout +
portlandite) results for the open system model are
depicted in Figure 3-7. The figures illustrate
the calculated result that acceptable grout
performance may be anticipated for periods on the
order of at least 300,000 years at a site
characterized by saline water and, corresponding
to the conservative open system assumptions, high
hydraulic gradient and high groundwater fluxes.

The effect of incorporating portlandite into the
grout model by direct comparison between the
calculated performance of the five- and six-phase
grouts is illustrated in Figure 3-8. Note that
the relatively high solubility of portlandite
results in slightly reduced times of effective
grout performance in the open system.

Uncertainties arise from the lack of crystallinity
in young grout and estimates of free energies of
cement phases may reduce the lower limit of
performance to several tens of thousands of years.

Despite the generic nature of the calculation, it
should be remembered that all calculational
results are provided primarily for demonstration
and illustrative purposes. For application to
specific repositories, it is recommended that
system-specific calculations need to be performed.

For example, the calculations described above
which were performed early in the investigation
suggested that long-term grout performance is
sensitive to the composition of the groundwater
that is passing through the seal. Representative
groundwaters with a lower loading of dissolved
components are generally more aggressive than
those with a higher TDS, according to the
calculations. This is illustrated in Figures 3-4
and 3-5.
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Equilibrium System. Figures 3-6 and 3-7 also show
the predicted performance of the grout under the
"equilibrium" assumptions described in Section
3.2.1.4, i.e., the assumption that both
dissolution and precipitation occur and that the
new connected pore space equals the volume of
reactants minus the volume of products. In the
figures, performance curves are presented for the
situations where 75% of the precipitates predicted
by EQ3NR/EQ6 are "allowed" to form, as well as
100%. In addition, in Figure 3-7 curves are
plotted which take into account the uncertainties
in the model described above which lower estimates
of longevity by approximately one order of
magnitude (see Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.4).
Notwithstanding these uncertainties, it appears
that acceptable seal performance for hundreds of
thousands to millions of years is a reasonable
expectation under conditions associated with
prudent site selection for a repository.

The one important caveat that must be attached to
this expectation is that the performance estimate
is predicated on retention of porous flow through
the grout. If this model is incorrect, then the
estimates will quite naturally be faulty.
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Experimental results [24] have called the porous
flow model into question. These results indicate
that at least initially the porous flow model may
overestimate the volume of water passing through
the grout (and underestimate grout seal
performance life). In contrast is the concern
that porous flow could five way to fracture flow
as the grout is altered. If that change were to
happen, then the open system model would prevail
and acceptable performance life would converge on
the lower limit of the ± uncertainties (e.g.,
several thousand years to several tens of
thousands of years).

3.2.3.2 Diffusion Scenario

Comparison of diffusion results (Figure 3-9) with
that of the flow results (Figure 3-10) shows that
over the long term the alteration occurs at about
the same rate, i.e., the seal fails at about the
same time for both processes. This similarity
results from the fact that the very low average
hydraulic conductivity of the seal approximates the
diffusivity of cement. However, for the first 100
years (during which time the hydraulic gradient was
equal to 1000 m/m), the time that it takes calcium
ions in the fluid to diffuse through the seal is
200,000 (open system) to 900,000 (equilibrium
system) years. This comparison of the two
processes during the first 100 years after
hypothetical repository closure illustrates that
the diffusion is a minor mass transport process if
the hydraulic gradient is high.

3 .3 GROUT : GROUNDWATER : ROCK SYSTEM

The portion of the effort described here
comprises a segment of the overall investigation
into the performance modeling of portland
cement-based repository seal systems detailed
elsewhere in this report. To provide context
for the reader, a brief summary of the purpose
of incorporating the host rock into the grout :
groundwater calculations is provided as
background information.

As described above, the model development and
calculations centered initially on interactions
between portland cement grout and groundwater,
and it was recognized that this approach was
suited to the assessment of performance of
relatively large grout seal components. It was
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then recognized that for smaller seal components
and for interactions occurring at the seal rock
interface, the host rock would influence the
nature of chemical reactions between grout and
groundwater. Consequently, to develop a more
complete picture of how the host rock might be
involved with grout performance and/or how very
thin grouted areas might perform, it was
necessary to answer the following questions:
(1) Does the rock accelerate degradation of the
grout? (2) Is the rock a "non-participant" in
the alteration of grout, and is there a
potential therefore for erosion of grout and
channeling of flow at the grout-rock interface?
(3) Does the rock contribute to the grout
sealing function by interacting with the grout,
particularly at the grout-rock interface, and
does this imply that very thin layers of grout
in very narrow-aperture fractures contribute
materially to sealing by reacting with the rock?

This investigation of the nature of the
interactions between and among portland cement
grout, groundwater, and host rock was designed
to answer these questions and is described in
this section.

3.3.1 Description of the Model

The modeling of grout : groundwater : rock
interactions is pertinent to situations in which
the main body of grout is volumetrically small
and where interactions between the rock and
groundwater are as significant as those between
the grout and groundwater. This situation would
be encountered in the case of very thin grout
bodies, such as those injected into narrow-
aperture fractures, where the volumes of grout
and rock affected by reaction with groundwater
may be similar.

As described in Section 3.2.2, the geochemical
codes used to perform the chemical calculations
react 1000 cm3 of grout with groundwater in units
of one kg, since it has been assumed throughout
this investigation that grout and groundwater
react with each other on a one-to-one basis, by
volume. This volume of grout is consistent with
the concept of large seal elements discussed in
Section 3.2.2, but it does not apply well to
very thinly- or poorly-grouted narrow-aperture
fractures.
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In the event that only very small amounts of
grout are present (as in a thin veneer of
grout) in a set of narrow-aperture fractures,
then scaling up the amount to 1000 cm3 may be
unrealistic and unconservative. Moreover, if
these small amounts were reacted with one kg of
groondwater, then the constraintc of the module
would require virtually instantaneous
disappearance of the grout, apparently obviating
its use in seals in favor of soma other
material. Any grouting decision predicated on
the results of such a model would be invalid,
because under the constraints of the model any
other material would dissolve and disappear as
well. (All materials have some solubility, even
if it is low. If a large volume of water passes
through a vanishingly small amount of solid,
then all of the solid will soon be dissolved and
removed. This is contrary to experience,
because we know from observation that water-
bearing fractures often are filled with
secondary minerals.) To examine the performance
of grout in thin (e.g., < 0.1 mm) fractures, it
is necessary to modify the model to incorporate
greater realism.

Incorporation of a kinetic model would be most
desirable. However, despite experimental data
[e.g., 25] which show at least some production
of secondary phases due to precipitation
reactions, the body of available data is
insufficient for sorting out the complexities of
the competing kinetics of grout-water
dissolution and precipitation reactions. The
approach we have taken, therefore, is to
consider a scenario where the fractures are
hydrogeologically tight as a result of effective
grouting, and the grout has a low hydraulic
conductivity at emplacement. When interactions
with the host rock are considered, if high-flow
scenarios favor grout dissolution at the expense
of the formation of secondary phases, then the
grouted fractures will tend to open. In such a
case, grouting with portland cement materials
will likely not be effective over the very long
term. If, however, a low-flow situation favors
production of a secondary phase assemblage whose
net volume change is positive, then grouted
fractures will tend toward chemical equilibrium
and tend to close. In that event, it may be
inferred that so long as grouting is sufficient
to reduce the initial groundwater flux and
promote system equilibrium, then grouting will
be persistently effective over the long term.
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The grout-rock-groundwater interaction model
which has been incorporated into the evaluation
of the role of host rock in grout seal
performance includes the same "sub-models" as
the grout degradation model described in Section
3.1, with the following addition:

• a rock model (properties: mineralogy, matrix
porosity, hydraulic conductivity, and
diffusivity),

This rock sub-model is described in Section
3.3.2.

3.3.2 Method of Calculation

Gf>nrhf*mical Computer Codes. To calculate the
complex interactions among grout, groundwater,
and rock, the geochemical codes EQ3NR/EQ6 were
employed. Up to 13 grout and rock phases were
"reacted" with the saline groundwater T-86. The
codes were used for these calculations in the
same way that they were used to calculate grout
: groundwater interactions. In addition,
however, estimated relative rates of dissolution
reactions were considered.

Model Grout. The model grout used in the
reaction simulations is the same as that
described in Section 3.2.1 and presented in
Table 3-1.

Model Rock. The model granitic rock consists of
quartz, microcline, and plagioclase. Fracture
alteration minerals incorporated into some
calculations are clay (montmorillonite) and
carbonate (calcite), which commonly occur in
natural fractures. Only major phases, i.e.,
those phases in the greatest abundance in
granitic rocks, are included in the rock model.
It was felt that the addition of minor phases,
such as ferromagnesian minerals, would increase
processing time without adding materially to the
model results.

The relative proportions of the minerals in the
rock model were chosen to reflect typical
observed Canadian Shield granites and granitic
gneisses, as well as the rocks from which
samples of the modeled groundwater were taken
[26] .
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Model Groundwater. The saline groundwater
composition described in Section 3.2.1 and
presented in Table 3-* was used in these
calculations.

Reaction paths. As described above, EQ6
calculates incremental equilibrium reactions
along a "reaction path." To facilitate the
calculation of reaction paths for these
calculations two different options within EQ6
were used to react the solid reactants (grout
and rock phases) with groundwater. The first
option is the "equal molar basis titration" used
for the grout : groundwater calculations and
described in Section 3.2.2. For the chemical
systems that include granitic rock a second
option was used as well. This option is called
"relative rate basis titration" and is set up to
calculate approximate "relative rates" of
dissolution reactions where kinetic data are not
available. The methods by which both
"titration" techniques were applied to the
grout-rock-water calculations are described
below.

"Equal molar basis titration." As described
ii Section 3.2.2, this is the default mode of
EQ6, and with this approach one can quickly get
an idea of which reactants are most soluble and
which secondary phases are predicted (on a
thermodynamic basis) to form. Computer runs are
relatively short, allowing scoping calculations
to be performed and preliminary results obtained
quickly and cheaply.

Two sets of calculations were performed under
this option, one set in which the primary rock
minerals (quartz, microcline, and plagioclase)
were reacted with grout and groundwater, and
another set in which both the primary rock
minerals and secondary fractures minerals
(calcite and montmorillonite) were entered into
the grout : groundwater : rock calculations.
These calculations provided an understanding of
what the reaction products are likely to be, so
that more detailed analyses could be properly
designed.

Table 3-6 presents the starting amounts of rock
minerals for the "equal molar basis titration"
calculations. These starting amounts were
chosen to be large enough to ensure excess, so
that no mineral is exhausted by the end of the
run. This is consistent with the facts that
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silicate minerals have relatively low
solubilities in commonly encountered
groundwaters, and even at the high pH's
accompanying grout dissolution, and there is
abundant rock available to react.

"RcJative raff hasis titratinn." This option
allows the analyst to apply known or assumed
relative rates of reaction to the dissolution
reactions. Since choosing reasonable values for
relative rates is not easy in the absence of
experimentally determined data, the often-used
rule of thumb is to pick the relative rates of
dissolution of the reactants such that they are
proportional to their abundances. In.practice
this is done by incrementally adding the
reactants to the groundwater in proportion to
their amounts in the grout and rock models.
Incorporating rates of dissolution in this
manner, although approximate, provides insight
into the effects of varying the relative
dissolution rates, and hence the mineral
proportions, on the sequence of formation of
secondary minerals, as well as on the final
assemblage of secondary phases and their
relative abundances.

As with the first option, two sets of
calculations were performed under this option,
one in which the primary rock minerals were
reacted with grout and groundwater, and another
set in which both the primary rock minerals and
secondary fracture minerals were reacted. This
was done to introduce more realism to the
calculations, i.e., in effect to react the rock
minerals and grout phases with the groundwater
in about the same proportions in which they
would be exposed to the groundwater in the
immediate vicinity of a grouted fracture. A
second reason was to ascertain whether
variations in the proportions of rock minerals
had a substantive effect on the reaction
products and abundances, since spatial variation
in mineral proportions is common in natural
rock.

Table 3-6 shows the starting amounts of rock
minerals, which reflect their relative
abundances in the model rock. In the
calculations which included fracture minerals,
the fracture minerals were considered to
comprise ten percent (volume) of the total rock
participating in the reactions.
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T a b l e 3 - 6 . Rock

ROCK MINERALS:
quartz
microcline
plagioclase

albite
anorthite

FRACTURE MINERALS
calcite
Ca
montmorillonite
Na
montmorillonite

Model Compositions for ]

Equal Molar
Basis Titration

Grout +
R^-oundwater

+ Granite

10.00 mol
10.00

7.50
2.50

Grout +
Groundwater
+ Granite +

Fracture
Minerals

10.00 mol
10.00

7.50
2.50

10.00
7.50

2.50

EQ3NR/EQ6 Runs

Relative Rate
Basis Titration

Grout +
Grout + Groundwater +

Groundwater
+ Granite

21.16 mol
4.41

7.78
2.58

Granite +
Fracture
Minerals

20.10 mol
4.19

7.39
2.45

1.35
0.14

0.14

The results were then used to calculate directly
the changes in overall volume of the grout-rock
system due to chemical reaction with
groundwater. This answered the question of
whether the grout : groundwater : rock reactions
tend to result in further filling of the grouted
fracture (positive net AV) or reduction of the
amount of material in the fracture (negative net
AV)

3.3.3 Results

The secondary phases predicted by EQ6 for the
scoping calculations (equal amounts of
reactants) include carbonates, clays, zeolites,
CSH, CAH, gypsum, and iron oxide. The most
abundant products are zeolites, CSH and CAH
phases, iron oxide, and gypsum. The two
zeolites, mesolite and gismondine, are Ca-Al
zeolites, with gismondine predominating. The
CSH and CAH phases are 14-Å tobermorite and
hydrogarnet, respectively. Minor products
include clays (smectites) and carbonates (mostly
calcite).
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The secondary phase assemblage predicted for the
calculations in which the grout and rock phases
were reacted in amounts proportional to their
abundance is similar, except that gypsum, CAH,
and iron oxide are absent, and quartz and
feldspar (microcline) are present. Mesolite is
the only zeolite.

The calculations in which clay and calcite,
representing natural fracture minerals, were
included as reactants produced secondary phase
assemblages which were almost identical to the
calculations which did not incorporate the
fracture minerals. The same phases were
predicted in both cases, although the relative
amounts of certain phases varied somewhat.

Tables 3-7 and 3-8 and Figures 3-11 through 3-16
summarize results of the "relative rate basis"
grout-groundwater-rock interactions
calculations. (The results of these and the
"equal molar basis" calculations may be found in
Reference 5.) Table 3-7 and Figure 3-11 present
the starting amounts of grout and rock phases
without fracture minerals, as well as the amount
of material lost through chemical reaction in
terms of both number of moles and volume.
(Table 3-9 lists the molar volumes of all
reactants and products.) Table 3-7 and Figure
3-12 present the secondary phases predicted to
form, as well as the amounts formed in terms of
number of moles and volume.

Table 3-8 and Figure 3-14 present the starting
amounts of grout and rock phases with fracture
minerals, as well as the amount of material lost
through chemical reaction in terms of both
number of moles and volume. Table 3-8 and
Figure 3-15 present the secondary phases
predicted to form, as well as the amounts formed
in terms of number of moles and volume.

In summary, there is high confidence that the
system grout : groundwater : rock will produce a
secondary phase assemblage which includes the
commonly observed fracture-filling minerals.
This confidence stems from the fact that
regardless of the reactants or proportions
considered, similar secondary phase assemblages
were produced.
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Table 3-7. Results of Relative Rate Basis Titration EQ6 Run
for Grout + Grbundwater + Granite

Grout + Groundwater + Granite

Relative Rats Basis Titration

Reactants

Tobermorite
Hydrogarnet
Ettringite
Fe Hydrogarnet
Fe Ettringite
Portlandite
Quartz
Albite
Anorthite
Microcline

Products

Mesolite
Ca Saponite
Na Saponite
Na Nontronite
Calcite
Strontianite
Quartz
Microcline
Tobermorite

Starting
Moles

2.409
0.421
0.052
0.204
0.029
0.247

21.160
7.780
2.580
4.410

Mineral
Type

zeolite
clay
clay
clay
carbonate
carbonate
silica
feldspar
csh

Moles
Lost

0.0021
0.1589
0.0520
0.2040
0.0290
0.1589
2.00E-08
0.1589
0.1589
0.0120

Moles
Gained

0.2870
0.0012
0.0010
0.0094
0.0010
0.0003
1.0600
0.1650
0.1110

Volume Lost
(cm3)

0.74
23.93
37.08
31.95
21.27
5.25
5.00E-07
15.93
16.02
1.30

Volume Gained
(cm3)

148.77
0.17
0.13
1.83
0.03
0.01
24.05
17.91
38.65
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Table 3-8. Results of Relative Rate Basis Titration EQ6 Run
for Grout + Groundwater + Granite + Fracture
Minerals

Grout + Groundwater + Granite + Fracture Minerals

Relative Rate Basis Titration

Reactants

Tobermorite
Hydrogarnet
Ettringite
Fe Hydrogarnet
Fe Ettringite
Portlandite
Quartz
Albite
Anorthite
Microcline
Calcite
Ca Montmorillonite
Na Montmorillonite

Products

Tobermorite
Calcite
Na Nontronite
Quartz
Mesolite
Microcli ne
Strontianite
Ca saponite
Na saponite

Starting
Moles

2.409
0.421
0.052
0.204
0.029
0.247

20.100
7.390
2.450
4.190
1.350
0.140
0.140

Mineral
Type

csh
carbonate
clay
silica
zeolite
feldspar
carbonate
clay
clay

Moles
Lost

0.0022
0.1756
0.0520
0.1756
0.0290
0.1756
3.00E-08
0.1756
0.1756
0.0125
1.00E-05
0.1756
0.1756

Moles
Gained

0.1218
0.0617
0.0104
1.1314
0.3141
0.1745
0.0003
0.0022
0.0014

Volume Lost
(cm3)

0.76
26.45
37.08
27.50
21.27
5.81
7.00E-07
17.60
17.70
1.36
4.00E-04

30.62
30.67

Volume Gained
(cm3)

42.36
2.28
2.02

25.67
162.68
18.98
0.01
0.30
0.20
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Grout + Groundwater + Granite + Fracture Minerals
Reaction Path Calculation - Relative Rate Basis Titration
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Figure 3-16. Reaction progress, i.e., progression of phases
formed, and their amounts, during EQ6 run (grout
and granitic rock phases, with fracture
minerals, relative rate basis titration)
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Table 3-9. Molar Volumes of Grout and Rock Reactant and
Product Phases.

Phase Molar volume,cm3 Phase Molar volume,cm3

14 A tobermorite
hydrogarnet
ettringite
Fe hydrogarnet
Fe ettringite
portlandite
quartz
albite
anorthite
microcline
calcite

347.7
150.6
713.1
156.6
733.4
33.06
22.688
100.25
100.79
108.74
36.934

mesolite
gismondine
K saponite
Na saponite
Ca saponite
Ca montmorillonite
Na montmorillonite
Na nontronite
gypsum
hematite
strontianite

518
108.74
13.85
136.69
135.68
174.4
174.63
195.53
74.69
30.375
39.01

Significant in this result is the consistent
positive change in the net volume of solids
contained in the seal system. In each case,

reactions among the grout, groundwater, and rock
produced a volume of secondary phases that
exceeded the amount of the primary phases
dissolved. These values are summarized in Table
3-10. This suggests that on a thermodynamic
basis there is reason to conclude that a grout-
filled fracture in a low hydraulic gradient
field will eventually "tighten up" as a result
of reaction and alteration.

Also significant is the fact that the rock
minerals are predicted to participate in the
grout : groundwater chemical reactions. This
suggests that the grout-rock interface would not
only tighten as reactions progressed, but also
that the interface would eventually become
blurred by formation of reaction products. This
would act to seal the interface chemically, as
an adjunct to the mechanical sealing effect
produced by the increased volume occupied by the
reaction products.
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Figures 3-13 and 3-16 portray the evolution of
the formation of the secondary phases from the
reaction path calculations for the "relative
rate basis titration". Shown on the graphs are
the secondary phases and amounts predicted to
form as a function of the reaction progress
variable, zi. The early-forming minerals, i.e.,
those predicted to be stable partial equilibrium
products early in the process, are clays,
carbonates, and zeolites. These minerals
continued to form throughout the reaction path
calculation and increased, zeolites
dramatically, toward the end of the run. The
late-forming minerals include gypsum, the CSH
and CAH phases, and iron oxide.

Table 3-10. Summary of Net Volume Changes in Grout-Groundwater-
Pock System

Vol.lost, Vol.gained, Net change, Pet.change
cra- cm- cm-

Granite (equal
molar basis
titration) 168 238 + 70 + 42 %

Granite + Frac-
ture Minerals
(equal molar
basis titration 203 245 + 42 + 20 %

Granite (rela-
tive rate basis
titration) 153 232 + 78 + 51 %

Granite + Frac-
ture Minerals
(relative rate
basis titration) 221 254 + 34 + 15 %
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DISCUSSION

The results of the grout performance
calculations suggest that in general grouted
fractures will tend to clog over time as long as
the emplaced grout initially has a low hydraulic
conductivity, and that the host rock minerals
participate in nhe chemical reactions, thus
promoting fracture filling development and
sealing. However, the results are preliminary
and should be viewed with the understanding that
limitations derive from the simplifying
assumptions and data incorporated into the
calculations. The sensitivity of the results to
these elements is discussed below.

Section 4.1 presents discussions of models and
concepts, some of which are generic to the
overall investigation, and some of which are
specific to the grout : groundwater system.
Discussions in Section 4.2 pertain to the grout
: groundwater : rock system.

4.1 GROUT : GROUNDWATER SYSTEM - GENERAL

4.1.1 Grout Model

Cement grouts are fine-grained, chemically
complex materials that are difficult to
characterize. Thermodynamic prediction of such
a material requires simplifying assumptions.
The normative model approach is well-established
for this exact purpose; however, even well-
established simplifications introduce error.

In the current investigation, magnesium, ferrous
iron and alkali have been neglected. These
components exist in minor or trace amounts in
grout, and while neglecting them is certainly
reasonable as a first approximation, the effects
of this simplification are not necessarily
inconsequential. As an illustration of this
point, consider the results of Atkinson (27],
Onofrei and Gray [25] and those of the
predictive model. Atkinson's results indicate
that the leach behavior of grout will start off
as an incongruent process. Onofrei's results
for a simplified grout assemblage also show
incongruent behavior with respect to silica.
Both results imply that more than one phase is
leaching and that the individual leach rates are
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not equivalent. Atkinson's results show that
this pattern continues until the Ca:Si ratio of
the solid approaches that of toberraorite (.833).
Thereafter, leaching appears to be a congruent
process. By comparison, the predictive model
calculates that ettringite, hydrogarnet,
tobermorite, and portlandite leach at the
beginning of grout dissolution, and ultimately,
that tobermorite will control grout leach
behavior. Thus, the model appears to work
reasonably well for simple systems.

As described in Section 3.2.1, the normative
model constructed for cement grout relies on
hard data, inference and scientific judgement
for selecting and apportioning phases to
represent the grout composition. The hard data
include X-ray determinations of tobermorite as
an identifiable CSH phase. By inference, we
have taken 14-Å tobermorite (the form with the
lowest Gibbs free energy of formation) as the
basis for our calculations. Similarly, the
selection of ettringite is based upon actual
identification of that phase in cement grout.
The selection of hydrogarnet, however, is
somewhat more inferential. Hydrogarnet has been
observed in grout after exposure to elevated
temperature [7]. By inference, this temperature
provides the energy necessary to overcome
kinetic barriers to crystallization; thus,
hydrogarnet may be a reasonable phase for
modeling long-term behavior of cement grouts.
Left to judgement is the apportioning of iron
into Fe-ettringite and Fe-hydrogarnet. With no
reason to do otherwise, the model assumes an
equal distribution.

The consequences of these simplifications are
not quantifiable without specific data; however,
it is possible to predict their general affects.
Any new observation that leads to increasing the
complexity of the system will decrease the
relative proportion of tobermorite. To
illustrate, in flow-through scenarios in which
grout is dissolved and removed, any decrease in
tobermorite at the expense of creating a more
soluble phase will decrease the predicted
performance life of the grout. Thus,
development of more accurate predictions awaits
more definitive characterization of grout
"mineralogy" and acquisition of more reliable
thermodynamic data for the phases of interest.
The likely result is that predicted performance
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life may decrease somewhat, particularly in
scenarios more similar to the open system than
to the equilibrium system.

4.1.2 Thermodynamic Data

CSH is difficult to characterize, particularly
with conventional analytical techniques such as
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), due to its lack of well-
developed crystallinity. It has been reported
[e.g., 7, 27, 28] that XRD patterns from
analyzed CSH often exhibit weak reflections
characteristic of crystalline tobermorite. This
suggests that CSH may not be as highly
disordered as generally thought. (The fact that
tobermorite, which has a Ca:Si of approximately
0.83, may exist within CSH which can have a bulk
Ca:Si of 1.2 or higher, suggests that CSH may
also be somewhat inhomogeneous, i.e., consists
of ordered domains interspersed with domains
containing no long-range order).

The presence of tobermorite in CSH, and the
implication that the degree of disorder in CSH
may be fairly low, favor the choice of
tobermorite as a proxy for CSH in a
thermodynamic analysis. The effect of "lowering
the crystallinity" of tobermorite by raising its
AGf (Gibbs free energy of formation) was
examined with the use of silica as an analog.
Using a corresponding state approximation, the
percent difference in AGf between the SiO2
phases quartz and amorphous silica was
ascertained and the AGf of tobermorite raised by
that percentage. Silica was chosen as a
reasonable analog because: (1) it is probable
that semi-amorphous SiC>2 exists in CSH, at least
in early stages of hydration, and (2) the
thermodynamic properties of SiO2 forms have been
well characterized. Lending further credibility
is comparison of the current estimate with
previous approximations. For example, if the
current estimate for AGf of CSH gel is adjusted
to Atkinson's choice of standard state of
hydroxides rather than oxides, then the authors'
value (~875kJ) is comparable to Atkinson's
estimate (~885kJ). By accounting for this
structural disorder in the gel phase, the
analysis would incorporate a tobermorite phase
with an effectively higher solubility.
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The need to use thermodynamic approximations in
this fashion points up the need for high-
accuracy, high-precision data. For reference,
the theoretical AGf of tobermorite gel was
raised only 0.5%, yet this small change resulted
in an order of magnitude decrease in
performance. Precision of AGf calculations from
calorimetric measurements on non-hydrated
crystalline phases is generally within
approximately 2 kj per mole. Errors in
calculations from measurements on hydrated, non-
crystalline compounds can approach 20 kJ per
mole. Experiments intended for advancing grout
longevity prediction require special care.
Using the crystal-to-amorphous AGf adjustment as
an example, an experiment of common precision
could introduce an artificial 2.5 to 5-fold
increase or decrease in performance life.

4.1.3 Assumption of Thermodvnamic Equilibrium

The model has been constructed and implemented
with a bias toward the dissolution and removal
of grout material from the seal and its
vicinity. The results of this removal of
material have been assumed to be an increase in
the porosity of the grout, resulting in an
increase in its hydraulic conductivity, and
therefore an increase in the rate in which
groundwater contacts, dissolves, and opens up
the grout further. The result of this bias is a
tendency to overestimate the rate at which the
grout is dissolved and underestimate the length
of time that the grout will perform at an
acceptable level.

In practice, repositories whenever possible will
be sited in areas and at depths which are
characterized by low hydraulic gradients. This
makes the seal's job of stopping groundwater
flow easier and, if the seal is effective,
reduces the absolute amount of water which
passes through the seal in a given period of
time. The result is a lower rate of degradation
of the grout in the seal.

This has implications for a model whose
calculations and predictions are based in part
on equilibrium chemical thermodynamics. If a
repository is sited in a zone of low hydraulic
gradient, if a grout seal essentially stops flow
through the fracture which it plugs, and if the
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flow rate through the seal controls the overall
rate at which the grout degrades, then the
length of time it will take for the grout to
degrade significantly is so great that chemical
equilibrium will be approached.

In such low-flow scenarios the model
calculations have indicated a tendency toward
production of secondary phases whose total
volume exceeds the volume of the grout
dissolved. This tendency of "degraded" grout to
occupy more space, or actually occupy the same
space more tightly, suggests that the grout's
porosity decreases. Accordingly, the hydraulic
conductivity of the grout decreases
progressively until mass removal ceases and the
seal is "stable" thereafter.

The other side of this is thr>t if a repository
site is characterized by a high hydraulic
gradient, which will tend to increase flow
through a seal, degradation of the grout may be
accelerated, with many or most chemical
reactions achieving only partial equilbrium. In
this case data on the rates of pertinent
reactions are necessary to make useful
predictions of seal longevity.

4.1.4 Porosity-Hydraulic Conductivity Relationship

As noted in Section 3.2.1, no direct
relationship exists for the dependence of
hydraulic conductivity on cement grout porosity.
The relation described by Eqn. 2 has been
generated by plotting changes in conductivity
caused by varying w:c, and then deriving a
linear equation for the dependence. This step
is followed by a similar treatment of porosity.
The resulting equations were then divided to
yield Eqn. 2, the assumption being that
increasing w:c increases porosity which leads to
increased conductivity. Because both the
conductivity and porosity relations are also
dependent on aspects of the mix design other
than w:c, there is appreciable scatter in the
data. From an analysis of uncertainty performed
on an initial data set, it became clear that the
state of the conductivity-porosity model
relegates the overall assessment to that of an
order of magnitude estimate.
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However, partial and preliminary verification of this
relationship has been achieved in experimental
investigations conducted by AECL as part of the
activities of the Task Force on Sealing Materials and
Techniques of the Stripa Project [29]. Laboratory
tests involving the static and dynamic leaching of
grout under different physicochemical conditions have
shown through porosimeter measurements that changes in
the grout's effective porosity occur, presumably as a
result of changes to the pore structure brought about
by dissolution and precipitation processes. Recent
investigations have centered on the measurement of the
changes in the hydraulic conductivity of the grout over
time. Short-term tests (of approximately six months
duration) have been performed by flowing distilled
deionized water under constant hydraulic gradient
through AECL reference grout formulated to have an
initial hydraulic conductivity high enough to allow
measurable flow rates. (Most high performance grouts
exhibit very low hydraulic conductivities which allow
flow rates so low that they are extremely difficult to
measure, and which measurements are subject to
considerable error.) To date tests have been performed
for two different gradients.

The following expressions relating changes in porosity
to changes in hydraulic conductivity have been derived
for the low and high gradient tests respectively:

AK = Ki • 10 17-33 A n - Ki (8)

AK = Ki • 10 20-47 A n - Ki (9)

This compares with Eqn 2:

AK = Ki • 10 7-39 A" - Ki (2)

These three relationships (Eqns 2, 8, and 9) are
plotted in Figure 4-1 .

Grouts having an initial porosity of 30% were
found to have initial hydraulic conductivities
of approximately 10" 1 5 to 10"1<J m/s in these AECL
experiments. This is in contrast to the initial
hydraulic conductivity of 10"12 m/s, based on an
initial porosity of 30%, assumed for grout seals
throughout this investigation. Calculations of
longevity using the preliminary AECL
experimental data and Eqns 8 and 9 produced
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results quite similar to those presented in
Figure 3-7 and 3-9, which were derived from
calculations using the literature-based
porosity-hydraulic conductivity relationship
(Eqn 2).

It is significant that the experimentally
derived relationships are based on tests of
short duration, and that they cannot be reliably
extrapolated to the distant future, with that
in mind, the longevity calculations indicate
that the initial conductivity has a significant
influence on changes in grout performance during
the first 100 years of repository history (while
the repository is open and before
repressurization), i.e., the first 100 years
sets the "base level* for long-term performance.
However, the late-stage sharp increases in
conductivity occur after approximately the same
number of years for all of the relationships
(refer to Figures 3-7 and 3-9). This
observation suggests that small differences in
initial conductivity and porosity may not have
significant effects on changes in grout
performance after the first 100 years of
repository life.
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4 .1. b Diff usivitiy-Hydraulic Conduct i vity Reiar ionship
and Diffusion Model

The use of experimental data based on the
measurement of O2 diffusion in concrete to derive
a relationship between porosity/hydraulic
conductivity and diffusivity in cementitious
grout is reasonable, because O2 is considered to
be mobile. Although the correlation of
hydraulic conductivity with diffusivity appears
good, the relationship must be jonsidered
preliminary pending the availability of data at
the lower hydraulic conductivities and
diffusivities of interest.

The diffusion model is quite conservative, as it
constrains Ca++, as itself and as proxy for other
ions, to diffuse out of the grout- Perhaps more
important, however, is the fact that a one-
dimensional model has been used to evaluate a
three-dimensional problem. With a 1-D model,
all diffusing water penetrates the grout by the
mcst direct straight-line route, and all ions
diffuse out by the most direct route. Radial
diffusion and dispersion, for example, are not
considered. This serves to minimize diffusion
times and maximize mass transport in both
directions.

4.1.6 Implications for Grout-Involved Reactions at.
Elevated Temppratures

Geochemical modeling calculations of grout :
groundwater and grout : groundwater : rock
calculations at elevated temperatures are beyond
the scope of this investigation and were not
performed. However, it appears logical that
since virtually all of the secondary phases
predicted by the calculations are stable at
temperatures at least somewhat higher than 25° C,
that elevated-temperature calculations would
predict substantially the same or similar phase
assemblages. In addition, the higher
temperatures would encourage the tendency for
kinetic barriers to reaction to be overcome and
woula also increase reaction rates. As a result
it is likely that secondary phases would be
produced in quantities (volumes) larger than
those predicted at 25° C. This means that at
temperatures somewhat higher than 25° C an
approach to chemical equilibrium would likely be
more rapid and more extensive, and that a
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grouted fracture would seal more quickly and
completely.

4.2 GROUT : GROUNDWATER : ROCK SYSTEM

4.2.1 Grout and Rock Geometries

The geometry and dimensions of the modeled grout
seal influence the results. Consistent with the
objective of injecting grout into narrow
fractures, and consistent with the results of
field experiments which have accomplished that
objective, we have assumed a seal with tabular
shape, a lateral extent of about 0.5m, and a
thickness averaging about 0.5 mm. Fractures
with apertures much smaller than 0.5 mm have
been successfully grouted, and the conservatisms
built into our model allow extrapolation of the
results to such thin grout geometries.

The model therefore incorporates a grout seal
comprised of a small amount of material taking
up a small amount of space (approximately 125
cc). The seal is assumed to have been emplaced
in a mass of rock which, by comparison, is
virtually an infinite reservoir. This mass of
rock contains a large amount of groundwater in
its matrix porosity, particularly near fractures
where the porosity is generally higher, so there
is a large reservoir of water with which this
small grout seal may interact.

The implication of this is that over the long
term the rock and groundwater will tend to
dominate the grout : groundwater : rock system.
In virtually all cases, as rock-groundwater
systems approach geochemical equilibrium,
secondary minerals form and fractures tend to
close. In transient systems (e.g., flowing
systems), however, dissolution kinetics tend to
outpace precipitation kinetics. As a result, if
flow rates are sufficient, then fractures will
tend to remain open.

The results of the current study indicate that
portland cement grout will tend to promote the
attainment geochemical equilibrium in the
fractures. This is possible because the grout :
groundwater and grout-rock-groundwater systems
produce virtually the same suite of secondary
minerals. The grout is more chemically reactive
than the rock; therefore, its presence in a
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fracture may be viewed as the introduction of a
more kinetically favored reactant within the
same chemical system. The chemical presence of
the grout will accelerate the move toward
steady-state chemical conditions and will
promote the permanant closing of fractures. To
be effective, however, upon curing the grout
must have a low enough hydraulic conductivity
that flow through the system is retarded to the
point where precipitation kinetics are no longer
outpaced by dissolution kinetics. Moreover, the
grout must physically persist for at least one
cycle of precipitation. Once this condition is
achieved, then the effectiveness of the grout
seal will be essentially permanent. Modeling
(and preparing design specifications for) such a
grout awaits obtaining dissolution and
precipitation kinetic data for grout and
secondary mineral phases.

4.2.2 The Role of Host Rock in Promoting Sealing., and
the Need for Kinetic Data

The prediction that seal and rock materials will
interact to produce a new phase assemblage with
an overall larger volume is consistent with
observations of old natural fractures which have
become tightly packed with secondary carbonates,
clays, zeolites, chlorite, etc. It is
noteworthy that not only has the tendency for a
fracture to fill up been predicted by the
modeling described in this report, but that in
the presence of an engineered material with a
somewhat unnatural (or uncommon) chemical
composition even the same secondary phases are
predicted. This suggests that the seal's
chemical system ( seal + rock + groundwater) is
chemically buffered by the rock.

The noted tendency of a grouted fracture to clog
given enough time is dependent on the ability of
the grout seal to limit the rate at which
groundwater flows through it. For a seal to be
effective in high-gradient hydrologic regimes,
it must initially have a very low hydraulic
conductivity. If this low conductivity is
maintained below some threshold, interactions
among the grout, groundwater, and rock will
produce secondary phase assemblages which have a
greater total volume than the grout dissolved.
If, however, the seal's low conductivity cannot
be maintained, there will be a point at which
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the production of secondary phase volume will
not "keep up" with the volume of grout dissolved
and removed, and the seal eventually fails. The
length of time for the seal to fail depends upon
the flow rate through the seal and the
solubility (and dissolution reaction rates) of
the grout in the particular groundwater.

If the hydraulic conductivity is low enough to
promote clogging through the predominating of
precipitation processes, whatever the hydraulic
gradient, the precipitation of secondary phases
will result in further lowering of conductivity.
As flow processes become subordinate to
diffusion processes, the fracture closes off
completely.

This is analogous to natural processes.
Grouting initiates fracture filling, and if the
initial grouting is successful, groundwater flow
is significantly retarded in the bulk of the
grouted fracture network. If there are thinly
grouted zones, perhaps with watery and
inhomogeneous grout, the implications of the
modeling results are that these zones, too, will
close up. This "imperfect" grout introduced
into the fracture provides nucleation sites,
promotes precipitation of secondary phases,
slows any groundwater flow even further, and
encourages the system to move toward
equilibrium. This is suggested by model
predictions, and evidenced by observations in
real fractures, of such secondary minerals as
clays and carbonate. The result of these
processes is ultimate closure of the fracture.

Thus, if a grout seal can reduce water flux
sufficiently, chemical equilibrium among grout,
water, and rock will be approached or achieved.
In order to know how much reduction is
"sufficient," data on reaction rates are
required.
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CONCLUSIONS

From the results obtained in the course of this
investigation, the following conclusions may be
drawn:

• The methodology to assess grout seal
performance changes resulting from chemical
interactions with groundwater and subject to a
changing hydrologic regime is fully capable of
accepting site-specific data for a variety of
environmental conditions and engineering
specifications. As such, it is generic and
can be tailored to specific siting needs.

• The methodology appears to work smoothly and
also appears to be useful for its intended
purpose. Its chief limitations are tied to
the paucity of high-quality data for, among
other things, thermodynamic properties of
grout phases and rates of chemical reactions
involving grout phases. Its utility will
increase greatly as these data are obtained.

• The results of both the grout : groundwater
and grout : groundwater : rock calculations
suggest that, over the long term, grout seal
performance will become enhanced, with closing
off of the seal-rock interface and filling of
pores within the grout.

• The results indicate further that seals will
work as designed and should improve with time
as long as they are emplaced with a low
hydraulic conductivity to start with.
Imperfectly placed grout in low-gradient, low-
groundwater velocity zones should prove
effective over time as well.
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